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Lestrygonians: Mr. Bloom goes to lunch 
 
All chapters (or episodes as Joyce called them) in Ulysses correspond with events in Homer’s 
Odyssey.  In the Odyssey, Odysseus’ fleet was blown to the isle of the Lestrygonians, giants who 
attacked Odysseus’ crew, speared them, and ate them raw. Odysseus’ own ship escaped because 
he had anchored outside the harbour and was able to get away when all others were lost, evidence 
of his great cunning. (Ulysses is the Roman name for Odysseus) 
 
Leopold Bloom (Ulysses) leaves the office of the Evening Telegraph, sister newspaper to the 
Freeman’s Journal with the intention of visiting the National Library. He decides to have lunch 
on the way. He is an advertisement salesman and you’ll notice how he continually comments on 
advertisements he sees during the day. He wants to persuade a gentleman called Keyes to take out 
an ad in the Evening Telegraph, a project he has been negotiating in Aeolus, the previous episode. 
He remembers that an ad appeared in a provincial newspaper some time ago (the Kilkenny 
People) and it is his intention to copy it, hence his visit to the National Library. In the course of 
the next hour nothing much happens: he walks across town; meets acquaintances; has a number 
of encounters with strangers; doesn’t actually have lunch where he intended; and very nearly 
bumps into someone he is determinedly avoiding, Blazes Boylan.  
 
For all its lack of ‘action’ however, it is an intriguing chapter in which Bloom muses about so 
many topics: religion, nationalism, literature, poverty, contraception, science, politics, the 
anatomical correctness of classical statues in the National Museum, but primarily about food. The 
organ of the body associated with this chapter is the esophagus, or digestive tract, and the technic 
is peristalsis, meaning the involuntary contraction and expansion of the digestive tract as food is 
passed along. By this we understand that Bloom’s movements are not in the form of a linear 
progression regulated by his reason: rather is it a responsive involuntary process of intentions, 
chance encounters and changes of mind in which he is passed through the digestive system of the 
city before being spewed out at the National Museum. At one moment he reflects: ‘Feel as if I 
had been eaten and spewed’. 
 
In this chapter there are a number of references to ‘throwaway’. In the first instance Bloom is 
handed a throwaway leaflet announcing the visit of an American revivalist preacher. During the 
sojourn in Davy Byrne’s we learn how the misunderstanding arising from Bloom’s conversation 
with Bantam Lyons about another ‘Throwaway’ has been taken up. Throughout the chapter, 
Bloom is concerned at his wife’s infidelity and is reminded of her intended encounter with 
Boylan at 4.00pm that afternoon. 
 
In the conclusion to the chapter, Bloom fears he is in great danger but just manages to save 
himself, by dashing into the National Museum, echoing Odysseus’ escape in the Odyssey. Points 
at which we will pause are easily identified since this route is marked on the pavement.  
 
In strolling with Bloom, pay particular attention to conversation: Bloom’s conversation with 
himself - his internal monologue; the conversation between protagonists within the text; and the 
conversation between author and reader, examples of which are the many contemporary 
references to particular people and events as well as the use of the Homeric parallel. It is in the 
interplay of these conversations that meaning emerges for the reader and for the protagonists 
themselves.
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1. Abbey Street, into O’Connell St. Bloom has just left the office of the Evening Telegraph, sister 
newspaper to the Freeman’s Journal, a newspaper which supported the constitutional nationalist 
policy of Home Rule, an independent Irish parliament. He intends going to the National Library 
to consult the Kilkenny People a provincial newspaper. He hopes to get a copy of an ad. for a 
merchant called Keyes in that paper which he hopes to repeat in the Evening Telegraph. Aeolus – 
the bag of wind; volcanic eruptions. Bloom has been rejected by Crawford the editor – he is 
treated as an outsider, just like Nanetti who works in the newspaper. Image of king on throne – 
Antiphates, king of the Lestrygonians. There has just been an outage in the power supply to the 
trams, bringing the trams to a halt. There was also a brief shower. 

2. Confectionery shop on O’Connell St.: ‘A sugarsticky girl shoveling scoopfuls of creams for a 
christian brother’. Throwaway leaflet placed in his hand advertising the arrival of the Dr. John 
Alexander Dowie – Elijah is coming ‘washed in the blood of the lamb’, Antiphates again, 
slaughter of Odysseus’s men. Theme of food/eating. Statue of Sir John Gray (d. 1875), chairman 
of Corporation Water Works committee and responsible for the creation of a new Vartry water 
supply for Dublin; MP Kilkenny City; proprietor of the Freeman’s Journal. It was from the 
vantage point on the traffic island occupied by Gray’s statue that comments are made on Nelson 
in the previous chapter, Aeolus. (See also William Smith O Brien’s statue. He died conveniently 
on the 16th June!). Bloom has noticed flowers laid at his statue in Hades. 

3. The Corner of Bachelor’s Walk: He sees Dilly Dedalus, sister of Stephen standing  outside 
Dillon’s auction rooms, and he imagines that she is waiting for her father who is probably selling 
off furniture. Poverty, hunger, poor nutrition: ‘Potatoes and marge, marge and 
potatoes…undermines the constitution’; antipathy of the Catholic church to contraception. 15 
children in Dedalus family (10 actually in the Joyce family) ‘Family breaks up when mother dies’ 

4. Steps onto O’Connell Bridge: sees the puff of smoke from the Guinness barge (porter again); 
throws the crumpled flier into the water; gulls aren’t fooled by religion – ‘Elijah is coming at 32 
ft. per second, per second’ then buys a bun for them – ‘no thanks, not even a caw’. Sees an 
advertisement on the rowboat – ‘Kino’s trousers 11/-‘ - and starts thinking about ads. Including 
‘that quack doctor for the clap’ who stuck up his advertisements in public toilets. Then he 
remembers Molly’s afternoon date with Blazes Boylan and for a moment thinks that BB might 
infect Molly. ‘POST NO BILLS. POST 110 PILLS’ Comments on Molly: ‘She’s not exactly 
witty. Can be rude too. Blurt out what I was thinking.’ Ballast office clock keeping Dunsink time. 
Sees HELY’S men walk by, one of them eating a sandwich under his sandwich board. Critical of 
HELY’S approach to advertising. Formerly worked with the firm – collecting accounts from 
convents. Helios (sun in Greek) going around endlessly – Hely’s sandwich men 

5. Crosses Westmoreland St., ‘when apostrophe S had plodded by’; thinking of the Glencree 
dinner, happy times with Molly; Molly’s elephant grey dress: ‘Fitted her like a glove, shoulder 
and hips’. ‘What was the name of the priesty looking chap that used look in their window? – 
Pendennis?’ He meets Mrs. Breen whose husband is deranged and engages in conversation with 
her. He is sympathetic and kind, notices how she is dressed ‘Shabby genteel. She used to be a 
tasty (!) dresser’; inquires about Mrs. Purefoy (mistakenly inquires about Beaufoy, author of an 
article he had read while on the toilet that morning). ‘Did I pull the chain?’ – digestion and 
excretion. She’s in the maternity hospital where Dr. Horne is in charge. Queen Victoria ‘a good 
layer’. Mentions Milly, his daughter who is apprenticed to a photographer in Mullingar, a 
provincial town. He passes Irish Times ‘best paper for an ad by a long chalk’ and wonders will he 
collect any outstanding responses to his ad – ‘Smart lady typist…’. Decides not to. He has had 
enough responses and is in correspondence with one of them, Martha Clifford from Dolphin’s 
Barn. Remember he also received a response from Lizzie Twigg who has done some work for 
prominent author AE. Change of shift for the police: ‘a squad of constables debouched from 
College St’.  Pigeons – ‘who will we do it on? I pick the fellow in black (Bloom). Must be 
thrilling from the air’. Irish House of Parliament/House of Lordss 
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6. Passes Thomas Moore’s statue: ‘ they did right to place him over a urinal: meeting of the 
waters’. Moore was the composer of very popular drawing room songs including the well known 
Meeting of the Waters about the confluence of two rivers in Wicklow. He thinks there ought to be 
public toilets for ladies – save them running into cake shops pretending they want to fix their hats. 
Opposite is the House of Lords portico of the old parliament building in which sat a native 
parliament until 1800, when it voted itself out of existence. The Home Rule movement (Parnell, 
Freeman’s Journal) was trying to reverse this decision. The building had tremendous iconic 

status. Bloom ruminates about constitutional 
nationalism and Home Rule; revolutionary 
nationalism (James Stephens). Also mentions Sinn 
Fein (not established until 1905!). ‘Home Rule sun 
rising in the Northwest’ 

 
7. Passes  the gates of Trinity College (estd. 1592 by 

Elizabeth 1): A heavy cloud hides the sun – Molly’s 
infidelity- shadowing ‘Trinity’s surly front’. The 
thought depresses Bloom for a moment ‘ This is the 
very worst hour of the day: hate this hour. Feel as if 
I have been eaten and spewed’; Provost Dr. Salmon, 
‘tinned salmon’. John Henry Parnell ‘Poached eyes 
on ghost’; ‘Of the two-headed octopus, one of 
whose heads is the head upon which the ends of the 
world have forgotten to come while the other speaks 
with a Scotch accent’…AE and Lizzie Twigg (?) 

pass – ‘vegeteranian diet for poets’. AE IOU. View of Finn’s Hotel. 
 
8. Crosses to Grafton St. Yeates and Son, specialists in binoculars; science experiment with sun – 

remembers now how the Ballast Office clock works by electricity. Thinks he will visit the 
Dunsink Observatory. past Adam Court; ‘Grafton St.,gay with housed awnings lured his senses’; 
past Brown Thomas; ‘a tilted urn poured from its mouth a flood of blood hued poplin: lustrous 
blood. The Huguenots brought that here’. Thinks again of happy times with Molly ‘I was happier 
then’. Things changed when they left the house they had rented in Lombard St. Their infant son 
Rudy had died after 11 days and they had never resumed sexual relations. Thinks of the 
correspondence with Martha Clifford: ‘I must answer. Write it in the Library’ 

9. Into Duke St.  First to Burton’s restaurant where he had intended having lunch. Upon entering he 
is repulsed by the sight of the men eating with such bad manners ‘See the animals feed…Kill or 
be killed’ (Lestrygonians). He turns and goes to Davy Byrne’s ‘moral pub’. ‘Sardines on the 
shelves, almost taste them by looking. Sandwich? Ham and his descendants mustered and bred 
there’ (Whately). ‘Peace and war depend on some fellow’s digestion’. Glass of burgundy and a 
gorgonzola chees sandwich. Nosey Flynn scratching himself: ‘flea having a good square meal’. 
Flynn inquires after Molly and for a moment Bloom thinks that he is aware of Molly’s 
unfaithfulness and is making fun of him: ‘Who’s getting it up?’ He thinks again and remembers 
the assignation at 4.00pm: ‘He raised his eyes and met the stare of a bilious clock. Two. Pub 
clock five minutes fast. Time going on. Hands moving. Two. Not yet.’ Flynn continues to talk 
about Boylan and his success as a boxing promoter. Bloom concludes that Flynn doesn’t know – 
‘No fear. No brains’. ‘Stuck on a pane two flies buzzed. Stuck’ (Molly and Boylan). Thinks 
fondly of the day on Howth Head with Molly. ‘Me. And me now. Stuck the flies buzzed’ Others 
enter (Tom Rochford, Paddy Leonard, Bantam Lyons) when Bloom is in the toilet and Bantam 
Lyons tells them that he got a tip from Bloom for the Gold Cup that afternoon. Bloom is unaware 
that when he gave Bantam Lyons the newspaper that morning ‘I was going to throw it away 
anyway’, that Lyons took this to be a tip for a horse called Throwaway running as a 20/1 outsider 
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in the Gold Cup. This was to cause Bloom considerable discomfort later, and he never knew why. 
They also tell us that Bloom ‘is in the craft’. Bloom has been thinking of the statues of the Greek 
goddesses in the National Museum – since they lived on a diet of nectar and electricity they 
wouldn’t have a human digestive system, and consequently wouldn’t require all the human 
organs. He decided to check if they had an anus: ‘I’ll look today. Keeper won’t see. Bend down 
and let something fall see if she.’ Bloom leave to go towards the National Library. He thinks he is 
quite well off – he is owed a fair sum of money ‘on the pig’s back’ and he thinks he’ll buy some 
lingerie for Molly. ‘Today. Today. Not think.’ 

10. He turns onto Dawson Street, crosses and enters Molesworth St.: notices Rev. Connellan’s 
bookstore with its anti-catholic propaganda. Bird’s Nest orphanage; helps blind stripling across 
the street and speculates on what it means to be blind. How do they distinguish colour? ‘And with 
a woman, for instance. More shameless not seeing’. ‘Bloodless, pious face like a fellow going in 
to be a priest. Penrose! That was the chap’s name’. Postoffice – thinks again of Martha and 
decides to send her a gift. Conducts another of his experiments, to see if he can tell the colour of 
his skin by feeling. Sir Frederick Falkiner goes into the Freemasons’ hall ‘Solemn as Troy’. Sees 
placard for Mirus’ bazaar and thinks he might go there. 

11. Kildare St.  As he is crossing the street towards the Library he stops suddenly: ‘Straw hat in 
sunlight. Tan shoes. Turnedup trousers. It is. It is. His heart quopped softly. To the right. 
Museum. Goddesses. He swerved to the right.’  He has seen Boylan and he dashes instead for the 
Museum, affecting an interest in the architecture,  – ‘safe’
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